Surface interpolation from sparse cross sections using region correspondence.
The ability to estimate a surface from a set of cross sections allows calculation of the enclosed volume and the display of the surface in three-dimensions. This process has increasingly been used to derive useful information from medical data. However, extracting the cross sections (segmenting) can be very difficult, and automatic segmentation methods are not sufficiently robust to handle all situations. Hence, it is an advantage if the surface reconstruction algorithm can work effectively on a small number of cross sections. In addition, cross sections of medical data are often quite complex. Shape-based interpolation is a simple and elegant solution to this problem, although it has known limitations when handling complex shapes. In this paper, the shape-based interpolation paradigm is extended to interpolate a surface through sparse, complex cross sections, providing a significant improvement over our previously published maximal disc-guided interpolation. The performance of this algorithm is demonstrated on various types of medical data (X-ray computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging and three-dimensional ultrasound). Although the correspondence problem in general remains unsolved, it is demonstrated that correct surfaces can be estimated from a limited amount of real data, through the use of region rather than object correspondence.